Report to 177th WP.29 session
from
the 34th IWG on DETA meeting
State of play

**DETA**
(Database for the Exchange of Approval documentation)

→ is the secure internet database to circulate approvals and its attachments,

→ as required to be established by the UNECE, according to the 1958 Agreement Revision 3.
State of play

• After a pilot (Q3~Q4/2018) improvements have been made to the DETA system.

• DETA is still under development but available in the interim solution at the German KBA.

• DETA is now ready to be used for its base purpose: exchanging UNECE approval documentation between the Contracting Parties to the 1958 Agreement.
The draft manuals are available (doc.’s DETA-34-15e, -16e rev1, -17e).

The UNECE Secretariat updated the IWG on DETA on the decision making with regard the inclusion of DETA within the Regular Budget.
Ongoing developments

• Implementation of "Declaration of Conformance (DoC)"
  according to UN Regulation No. 0 on IWVTA.

• Implementation of “Unique Identifier (UI)"
  according to the 1958 Agreement Revision 3.

• Possible inclusion of filing Software ID’s (RxSWIN’s),
  t.b.d.
Time line

• start-up using DETA, from 18th of March 2019.
• implementation of DETA enhancements, Q2/2019, contractor KBA
• implementation of DoC, (finalizing specs Q2/2019) contractor CITA (confirmed by WP.29 175th session)
• implementation of UI, (finalizing specs Q2/2019) contractor OICA (confirmed by WP.29 175th session)
The mandate for the IWG on DETA expires June 2019.

Extension with two more years requested due to the development of the DoC and UI functionalities.
Questions to WP.29

With reference to the informal WP.29 document ‘Decisions on DETA for WP.29’
decisions are requested with regard to:
- the starting-up of DETA,
- access rights,
- etc.